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by Emily Klaasen; News Editor
Melissa Phaneuf: Staff Writer
Paula Treick; Freelance Editor
Douglas
M.
Eckardt.
Registrar
of Dordl
College,
teacher,
advisor,
husband,
father, and to many, a friend,
was killed in a bicycle-truck
accident on Saturday the 20th
of September.
Eckardt. 43, collided with a
semi-trailer
truck from Paullina,
Iowa, while crossing the intersection of U.S. Highway 75 and
3rd Street.

Born in Chicago, Illinois.
Eckardt
received his B.A. in
History from Dordt College in
1976. He graduated
with an
M.Ain Arts and Religion from
Weatm ins ter
Theological
Seminary
in Pennsylvania.
as
well as from the University of
Iowa. In 1981. he married Greta
vanderhoek.
From
1984 to
1992. Eckardt served as professor of Theology and as Reatstr'ar
at Trinity
Christian
College.
Ret urning to his beloved alma
mater in 1992 with his wife and
three children, Rachel. Zachary.
and Abby. Eckardt passionately
served Dordt's community
as
regtstrar of st uden ts and professor of Greek.
Dordt faculty and students
depended on Eckardt's in~enuous computer knowledge for a
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when
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details.
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of
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Doug
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Fairgrounds host year's first country dance
getting clown on the Iar m."
Students
participated
in the
all-Hme
Iavortte barn dance.
which proved to be one of the
most popular dances of the
nighl.
Those enrolled in the
If you were not at the fairHPER.
Country
Swing class
grounds this past Saturday night.
had the chance to practice
you missed out on Dordts
nrst
what they learned and show
country dance of the year. Whether
off all their favortte moves. MIt
you were a die- hard cowboy or il
was a lot of fun because while
was your first dance. the barn was
I was teaching others how to
packed with enthusiasm
and good
rountry swing. I learned some
ole country music!
new moves myself." commentApproximately
250 students
ed Joy Ahrenholtz.
showed up to dance and support
Even those who do not northis Iu ndratser for PUA a service
Laura ueJong
mally
listen to that style of
project
that takes
place over
Line dancing occupied students throughout the night.
music
had a good time. Tim
Sprtng Break. PLIA is an opportuJacobsen said." I'm not a big
nity to leave Dorch and become
past weekend's Fall Fest. Other activilies
cou ntry fan but I enjoyed myself anyways."
ar-Llve in various communl ttes throughout
for the weekend included Comedy League
Many good ccmment s were expressed
the United States. Last year there were 11
on Friday night and a fire hose fight all
about the night ancl a great lime was had
PI.IA sites with approximately
160 Dordt
Saturday afternoon. In the words of Tracy
by all!
students participating.
Byrd. there werercountry
boys and girls
The country
dance concluclecl this
by Lieschen Hoeksma
Staff Reporter
and Susan Vandermeer
Features Editor
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I don't want to grow up.
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by Cheryl Wierda
Staff Reporter
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Melanie Elgersma, Sarah Eppinger, Angela de Roos, Matthew
McNatt, and Nathan Perkins inhabit their first place fort
Vicky
Boskers,
and
Sarah
Prichard.
Their
round.
open
roofed castle was decorated with
rocks drawn on the outside, and
it featured
a working
drawbridge.
The third' place winners,
John Den Boer. Jeff Dykshoorn.
Brian
Koning.
and
Jeremy
Rubingh,
won $20 toward
a
meal at Pizza Hut. Built around
a tree, their fort looked like a
miniature fortress. Upon entering their fort. which had a (TOSS
over the doorway and red roofs.
visitors dwarf the many small
buildings inside.
An honorable mention goes
to the team of Odette Bolt. Sam

Gutierrez, Evan Jasper and Bob
Taylor. Part way through
the
afternoon.
several members
of
the team jumped on their fort.
and collapsed
it. They then
called their fort "the one that
was built on the sand," and
wrote messages on their fort to
the judges. One of these was.
"Curtts Taylor looks great in a
bathing suit!"
The event was an enjoyable
afternoon for all who participated and could be considered
a
blaztru; success
in more than
one way: at 1:00 a.m. the next
morning.
the third place fort
caught on fire.

From Around the World to Dordt

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

••

Who says you are too old to
be a kid? West Hall residents
didn't think they were as they
participated in the Fort Building
Contest on Saturday, September
20.
The West Hall Residence
Life Staff sponsored
the event
and provided the boxes.
The
nine
participating
teams were allowed to use whatever materials they wished and
were given up to four hours to
build their forts.
All too soon the time was
up. and at 5:00 p.m. the judging
began on the forts built in front
of West Hall. The judges were
Sandi Aliena. Curtis Taylor and
President
Zylstra:
and
they
based their judging
upon the
creativity. color and durability of
the forts.
First place, and a prize of a
$40 gift certificate to Pizza Hut.
went to Angela De Roos. Melanie
Elgersma,
Sarah
Eppinger,
Matthew
McNatt and Nathan
Perkins. Their fort featured
a
tunnel to get inside and a blue
exterior. Once inside, a table
with Ilowers on it greeted the
visitor, as well as the sound of
music playing, They even had a
small fort for their pets Fido and
Frisky.
Second place. and a $30
gift certificate to Pizza Hut, went
to Sharon Bliss, Valerie Bosch,

~

by Lieschen Hoeksema
Staff Reporter

the American culture. Alang'o commented that he
was welcomed warmly upon his arrival. "People
were very friendly. and they were interested to get
You've probably seen the poster "Step Into a
to know me." He also described how helpful and
friendly Dordt's professors were.
Larger World" put out by Dordt Admissions.
For
many students attending Dordt. this year meant
This year. for the first time on campus, the
broadening their horizons by traveling arourid the
Cross Cultural Club has been organized. Kostya
world.
Kekhaev and Dan Kakolewski are
A lew of o.ur international
stuco-presidents
of the club .
dents came
from Africa. Eunice -----------One of the purposes of the club is
Muthengi from Kitut. Kenya. heard
to help the international
students
about Dordt from Dr. Fowler. a forto adjust and feel at home. Kostya
"People were very
mer Dordt professor now working at
hopes the club will have opportunifriendly, and they
a theological
college in Kenya.
ty to travel this year so the internaJackson Alang'c. also from Kenya.
tional students will get a chance to
were interested to
decided to attend Dordt after corresee more of the United Stales.
get to know me."
sponding with Quentin Van Essen
Another goal of the club will be to
via e-mail.
increase
awareness
of other cultures on campus. This club already
This year 11 foreign countries -----------(not including Canada) are reprehas 40 members but is always open
to more.
sented on Dordt's campus. Students
have come
[rom all over North America as well as from the
This club is not only lor international
stuNetherlands. India. a lew African countries. Asian
dents: If you are interested in other cultures and
nations ariel eastern European countries.
want to help promote diversity on campus, the
Many experienced
a bit of culture shock.
Cross Cultural club is for you.
making not only the transition to Dordt but also to
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by David Schaap
Staff Writer

vtoue

students.
The life of this community
has both
its academic
and
social
aspects, and in both of these all members of the Dordt College Community
seek to glorify the triune God."

The letter to the editor in the preissue concerning
the' movies

of violence, or the occult."
Becky
Starkenberg,
Resident
Director/Student
Affairs Coordinator,
said that while the Student
Activities
Committee
does not itself have a spe~

Above all. the committee
looks to
Scripture
for guidance, and lit- relies on
God's Word -to direct its chctces.

.......,;COMMUNITY

EBAT

What I am here to defend is film
. and this campus' capacity to show
them.
Ic-nnd I'm sure I am not the
only
one--believe
that
we
as
Christians
need to respond
to the-

shown on Campl!.~:_.:b;l~\T~~ieve4::Jt:%
f<¥f::::::~::::»,()rld.
We are __
~.;¥J~9
...to, live and-work

by Matthew McNatt
Copy Editor

"conform any longer to the' pattern of this
world, but Itol be jransformed by the renewing of [his] mind. Then [he] will be able to
"I Willset before my eyes no vile thing,"
lest and approve what Cod's will Is-his
writes David. "The deeds of faithless men r good. pleasing and perfect WUlM
{Rom 12:2
hate: they will not cling to me" [Psa 101:3 NIV). The last part of Ihis call. which
NIV),
.,·,:;:j,""""'W"::':':';'::::-. ~H:,
,:-::,
fuV&~§: teslitiil~he ~ptures
to see what

larco~~~~~~s;eD:~Jf~~:~:;1:;1t'~?God'sW\l1is,
Isjg~taslihporlantasIhefirst

answer.
I'm not here to defend Jerry
MaguiTe---or any of the other films that
were shown. In fact, I .don't even like
it myself. but that's just personal.
r
realize why this movie is considered
questionable by some. It has a gratuitous sex scene ...which I. among many
other people. could have done without.
It does use a fair amount of explicit
language, which gets unnecessary
at
points.
I'm not trying to pass blame on
anyone here, but the choice of that
movie probably wasn't the wisest. So,
1 completely understand
the point of
the letter.
But, at the same time, I
have a really hard time saying that I,
or any person on this campus, knows
what Jesus would do in a given situation. What we think Jesus would do is
often times littered with our own personal beliefs.
This isn·t to say that there are
some things
that Jesus
obviously
wouldn't do, like robbing a bank, but
with something
like movie choiC'es,
things get more complex.
I have a
hard time predicting what the Creator
·of the Universe would and wouldn't

do.

look at its art. This is why I believe
that watching films is a positive thing,
even if the film uses sex and violence
or even if it does not have a Christian
message.
In order to view films propcrly. we need to be intelligent enough
to discern what is right and what is
wrong.
If we notice somethtnu in a film
that does not correspond
with our
beliefs. we have every right to disagree
with it and make our beliefs known.
But. if we simply dismiss any film that
uses sex and/or violence as unwatchable and unchristian, we begin to base
our sin solely on what we do and don't
do. Also, bein~ intelligent movie viewers, we can reOect on the questions
that the 111mbrings up. We constantIy are trying to better ourselves and
one way t~ do that is by asking questions about what we believe.
Film is a very powerful tool of
expression.
If we do not just sit back
and accept what we are told. if we
quesUOfl the film and make intelligent
decisions, and if we want to respond to
our world, I think that we can watch
films, even those mIllS that do not
agree with our beliefs.

~~:.~~~!1ir

And if we do make similar covenants,
how do they apply to movies like Jerry
MagUire and Beaut!ful Girls?
Jeny Maguire is a movie in which.
according to Movie MoraHly Guide, "devolion, loyalty, love and marrtage Win out."
and it has a wonderful plotline in which "the
message of honest and stick-to-it friendships" comes across strong.
It also .. however. would violate a
covenant like David's. With two scenes of
sexual intercourse. one graphic with some
side nudity. the salacious content of this
movie is harmful to a believer's quest for
holiness.
When Jes:us said Mthat anyone
who looks at a woman;lustIully has already
committea adultery with her in his heart"
(Mat 5:28 NIV). he warned believers against
falling prey to temptation, and Jen-y Maguire
is full oftemptatiori. .
Watching a movie "that shows, again
according to Movie Morality Guide, Mfema.le
side and breast nudity. full rear male nudity, [and] male side near nudityM hardly follows Paul's injunction to Mfleefrom youlJ}ful
lusts" (2 Tim 2:22 NASB). In Jerry Maguire,
the Lord's name is taken in vain six times,
the f-word said 18, and the s~word 19."
Like &!awiful Girls, which is replete
with sexUally suggesOve dialogue and in
which the Lord's name is taken in vain four
times, the f-word utterecl41. and the s-worcl
32, Jeny Maguire is hardly Christiane mateMal-but does that make watching it wrong?
'Ihe Word calJs the Christian not to

the world around him.
We are called to "work . ~ . and take
care of" the creation (Cen 2: 15 NIV), to "tend
and keep W (Cen 2:15 NIV). We are called.
as New Testament believers, as fulfillment of
Isaiah's prophecy, "priests of the LORD...
and ministers of our God" 'Usa 61:6 NIV).
This means ministering Christ to the world
around tis. We are called to Mgoand make
disciples of all nations" (Mat 28: 19 NIV).
Yet. how are we to do this Hwe don'! understand the culture around tis?
How do we personally balance. the fact
.that Christ ate with tax collectors and Msinners" (Mat 9:10) with David's covenant to
Mset before [his) eyes no vile thingM? We
must look at motives. Was Christ's motive
for ea·ting with' "sinners enjoyment? amusemenl? fun? an appreciation of art? Or was
it to translorm the world around him?
My personal conviction is that the only
exception to a covenant like DaVid's is when
being exposed to vjle-things will help me to
transform my community or will give me
knowledge to reform the creation.
Yel, when it comes down to drawing a
line, I feel that such knowledge must. as
Paul says knowledge should .. lead to g<XUiness rntus l:l)~not
necessilJily my own,
but at least that of the community around
me. And because I am not convinced that
watching the movies being shown on campus passes this test. I. Jor one. choose not to
go.
M
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Letter to the Community:
Indeed, what WOULD Jesus do?
To the Students,
College:

,

Faculty.

and Staff of Dordt

tant greed and desire for more that is
expressed in the film. Indeed these things are
questionable.
however. is that really what
I would like to take a moment to reflect
this film was about? I don't think So. The
on the letter presented in the Editorials seccentral role was that of Jerry Maguire. a man
tion of the September
18 issue of the
in need. He was incapable of intimacy. of
Diamond concerning the type of movies that
love. The film was the portrayal. a documenare shown on campus.
tary almost, of Maguire's faults, recognition
"I want you to ask yourself this question
of
those
faults
and
reconciliation.
when you walk Into C160 for a movie: What
Understandably.
at first glance, the issues
would Jesus clo? Would He watch this?"
preViously mentioned are glaring. however
Indeed, this question should be asked.
with a little more thought, digging past the
However. I would like to propose another
surface. the underlying plot is one of love.
question to you all. Is there not more to a Specifically the love that Maguire lacks in
movie than its simple content (or a song, or a relationships.
but through the witness (if I
play. or a book)? I belleve there IS.
, dare use that word in this context) of R<XI
I sense that the forces behind this letter
Tidwell's (Cuba Gooding Jr: Best SUPPORTwere indeed noble. However. I feel that it is ING Male Actor)- relationship to his wife. It is
still incomplete. The opinions expressed in during the final twenty minutes of the film (if
the letter 10 the editor leave one with the
that) that Magutre fully realizes the nature of
impression that one should avoid at
costs
true companionship;
of marriage. Is this not
those things which we may immediately view a moving enough realization?
Does it not
as un-Christian,
or immoral. But by making
reflect Coo's desire for man and woman to be
snap judgements are we doing justice to the
one? "You complete me. Jerry says to his
deeper meanings. and the cultural reflections
wife.
found in the work?
I don't mean to use Jerry Magutre as an
Specifically, in the case of the film Jerry
excuse to show just any old movie on camMaguire. one might finel the coarse. even vulpus. My intention is to suggest that even in
gar language to be offensive. ancl contrary to popular art. whether it is music. theatre. Illm
our call to glorify God in all we do. Or. one or literature. one must NOT turn their eyes
might Ilnd the sexual scenes in the film to be away from the music. and their minds form
excessive. immoral, not lo mention a little
the ideas presented
to them by a nonfreaky. Or perhaps the problem is in the blaChristian culture. "Hear no evil. see no evil.

all

R

•

speak no evil." We must leave this WorldHight mentality behind us. to look ahead.
Remember back to Philosophy 201, the
old thetical-crilical method? Instead of defining what is right and wrong by negatives.
examine what you believe. and from that
point critically examine everything thai you
come across. But be sure to examine carefully. Just as history can present very easily the
spirits
of a
time
period
(Victorian.
Elizabethan. Renaissance. Modernism. PostModernism). Just as well can the popular arts
of our age reflect the spirits of itself. Instead
of crtucizrng the makers of any given film.
music. art. or literature With negative terms.
ldenttfy the sptrtts of the art. see how they
associate to you. your family. your neighbor.
your era. how it affects the nature of these
relationships.
and consider that insight tnto "
the mind of your time. using your insights 10
relate to. understand
and participate in its
(our generation) redemption.
If you only take away one thing. let it be
this: Instead of passing over the work of some
person's hands. mind and spirit as antiChristian, in sympathy and Christian love.
find their hurts. their wants. and their misgivings, that you might be able to reach
them, -to teach them about love. I welcome
comments ... let us speak in love .
Richard Sean E. COVington

Thoughts on Doug Eckardt
by Melissa Phaneuf

how the sweet innocence
and
Over the past week I
naivete of a chtld can cause an
have
listened
to many
adult's heart to change.
With
expressions
of grief and
As I made
my way to
head bowed and eyes closed. I . tribute
paid
to
Doug
Covenant
Chrf stlan
Reformed
heard a young voice over the
Eckardt.
This
is as
it
Church
last
Thnr-sday.
the
microphone
thanking
God for
should
be. and I cannot
weather was pleasingly temper- - the day. the food that was about
add more than what has
ale. yet coupled with a tart. bitto be eaten. ancl a plea to God to
been
said.
However.
a
ing wind. I began to realize that
be with the Dordt students
as
thought
came to me as I
the weather was reflecting what
they were going through
their
r-eflected
on the sudden
my heart was feeling at the time.
time of sadness.
and tragic
death
of Mr.
Although the trees looming over
A wave swept over the conEckardt.
me provided a seemingly safe
gregation.
Even with my eyes
We as
a Christian
haven. I felt desperately
alone
dosed.
I could Ieel it washing
community
should be Just
and I was J111edwith immense
over me and those near me. This
as able to pay tribute lo a
grief and questions.
Swallowing
little boy's unselfish prayer had
fine person in life as well as
the lump that was Icnumg in my
quite the affect on those present.
in death.
It is easy
to
tightened
throat; I entered the
When the final amen was said. I
remember
the wonderful
gravel
driveway
that
led to
opened my eyes and was macle
things
someone
did after
Covenant Church. _
even more aware of the emotion
they are gone. but let us
Mr. Eckardt's
funeral serthat had swept
through
the
not forget the great things
Vice was personal and sentimenplace. Tear-stained
cheeks and
people do for us while (hey
tal.
but my g)"ief was
still
quiel crying Illled the congregaare still alive. ·1 encourage
unhealed and my questions were
tion. But. amidst the sorrow. a
all of us to send a note of
left unanswered.
Towards
the
powerful calm settled over the
appreciation
to someone
end of the service. however. I witchurch.
today for the impact they
nessed a life changing event that
I was able to leave Mr.
have make on our lives. We
len me with a better understandEckardt's funeral service with a
should not wail until they
ing of how God works.
more dear understanding
of my
are gone to realize
what
Before Handel's Hallelujah
Creator. This occurred only after
they did for us when they
Chorus was sung by the choir.
I had carefully listened to (he
were here. And is there a
Greta Eckardt thanked the conbrief prayer by one of God's most
better way to show somegregation and the community for
precious pieces of art:· a child.
one that yOll appreciate
their support and prayers and
Thank: you. 2ach.' for helpthem than to tell them'?
then. her son. Zach.
,came up
ing me through my never-ending
and said the dosing prayer.
spiral of doubt and questions.
Danielle Kamps
It
is still amazing to me
Staff Reporter

-----

Stud~ in Amsterdam!
Netherlpndic Studies Program
in C~temporary Europe
le, NethltJandic Sop

1 'kc

%

C0E

Dordt College

For further information

contact:

Dr, K.J: Boot, Director
Netherlandic-SPICE
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
E-mail: kboot@dordt.edu
Call collect (712) 722·6263
Deadline: November 1, 1997
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Liberal Arts, and the Conservative College
by dirk zwart
Columnist

Is

Everywhere
considered

you go. Dordt
conservative.

whether you talk to Dordt students, Calvin College students,
or even Dordt faculty. This bothers me because it sets things in
stone: classes never change;
courses never venture into new
material; almost all professors
are alumni; and nothing even
gets close to be cutting edge. All
OUT current
information
and
insight is regurgitated
from a
past era.
f wish I could think of

Dordt

more

as

Progressive

Conservative.
This may have
some bad political connotations
for my fellow Canadians.
but
ideally. to be Reformational
in
our approach
we must constantly reform. and weigh new
developments against our interpretation
of Scripture.
Hence,
conservative by "worldly" standards, but with a big emphasis
on progress. In no way should
we isolate ourselves from culture
(fundamentalism),
nor,
should we go to bed with culture
(liberalism), Rather, we should
transform
or reform
culture.
Substitute
Dordt for culture,
and you'll catch my drift.
It troubles me to read The
Educational
Task
o] Dordl
College and agree with it all, but
fail to -see the college fulfilling its
task, The last chapter
states
that Dordt's faculty consists of
"competent
professionals
who

are Vitally concerned about their
teaching effectiveness, their area
of academic speclallzation,
and
their responsibility to contribute
to the overall development
of
integrated
serviceable insight."
Search committees must forget
to read this last-page paragraph,
I don't doubtehe
Christian pornmitment of Dordt staff or their
knowledge of a discipline, but
these don't make a great teacher
or someone who is continually

sctcnttously. they find no maturation of personal.and
'communal insight, they are called to
express
their dissatisfaction.
and their voice must be heard."
If students feel repressed,
then
something has failed.
Faculty/student
committees seem the quick and easy
answer,
but usually
the students are just there to fill a
Dordt College political correctness quota. Students S09n learn
that regardless of what they
'say, things
don't
change.
-Students'
opinions
are not
respected while they are compelled by unwritten rules to
unconditionally
respect their
professors.
Committees
take
up so much time, and presenting a great proposal to a
.. Bono-:brick
wall is gratifying neither
-"'to a students' time or to his or
her intelligence either.
finding out new information and
, r wish more students had
reforming his class to meet with
Doug Eckardt's passion for livdevelopments
happening in the
ing a Reformed !ife. If you only
world today.
spoke with him once, you would
Students are told they have
know how much
he valued
a voice. Do they? Students have
Dordt. ancl he made it his task
tolel me that they feel repressed,
to reform it as much as he could
like they will only be heard if through the office he had been
they "talk without speaking, cry
given.
without weeping. scream withWhere do we go from here?
out raising their voice." There
Find your voice; let your maturiare some serious fundamental
ty show as you speak: and voice
problems here. The Educational
your suggestions
for reform. Is
Task of Dordt College preaches
our faculty representative
of the
that "the students must evalustudent population on campus?
ate whether the promise to them
Is your voice being
heard?
by the board, president.
and
Continue to speak until action is
professors is actually being fultaken.
filled. If, through working con-

"Talk without speaking
Cry without weeping
Scream without raising
your voice"

Free Press:
by Martin Dam
Guest Columnist

First of all, I would like to thank the
regular writers of this column space,
Sarah Walsh and Lora Byker. for being
gracious enough to give me their space
this week. Soon, my writ ing will be
transferred
to the Sports section as The
Hockey Guy brings you another
great
year of Dordt Blades action (Home opener is two weeks after Tri-State).
But
enough of that.
I asked for this space because I was
troubled
last spring by the message
given out at Senior Chapel. For those of
you who don't know, Senior Chapel is
one
of
the
last
chapels
before
Graduation.
It's a chance for a selected
group of Seniors to impart to the Dordt
masses what they learned in their four
years or so here.
It's not the idea that bothered me,
but the message that was sent did. The
. overwhelming message was clear: DON'T
SlUDY. What you learn outside of the

F'ocui:

I will never leave you

'by Jamie Stoy
Columnist
Matthew 28:20 (NIV)
(Jesus said] "Surely I will
be with you always, to the
very end of the age."
Joshua
I :5b INIV)
[The Lord said] "I will
never leave you nor
forsake you ...
He stood quietly. as if in a
. dream, watching three friends
conversing in front of him. In
his heart, he praised the Lord
for these friends,
ones who
always stuck by him and were
loyal.
Suddenly
one
friend
turned to him with an impatient expression
on his face,
"Friend, the gang is goi~g out to
the bars
tonight.
We know
you've stopped drinking, so yOlI
probably don't want to come. I
must go with them; I can't be
your
friend
anymore."
The
friend turned away. The young
man held a hand out to the
.....departing back and tears rose
in his eyes. From behind him a
quiet voice whispered,
'"I will
never leave yeu "
The second of the three
friends turned to him, "Friend,
man. we've all got girls now
except for you. What is wrong
with you? You had better not
hang out with us until you gel
a girl: I can't be your friend
anymore. ". The friend turned
away, pushing aside the hand

that tried to stay the departure.
From behind the young man
came the voice again, a little bit
louder."! will never leave you."
The last friend turned to
the distraught
young 'man and
smiled,
"Friend."
she began.
"I've noticed that you are getling very religious
now. You
actually like church. and you
read your Bible and pray all the
time. I don't want to be that
serious about God: I can't be
your
friend
anymore."
She
turned away. The young man
started after her, tears coursing
down his cheeks. From behind
him again came the voice, "I
will never leave you."
He just
stood
there.
mourning
the
loss
of his
friends,
feeling betrayed
and
crushed.
Suddenly.
all three
friends came back with loud
cries for him to join them.
"Come
back
with
us:
drinking is just not the same
wit heut you."
. "I've found you a girl: she's
really easy." .
"You don't need to be serious about God: come party
with me."
The cries of his so-called
friends were loud in "his ears,
but one voice was louder. He
looked sadly at the three and
then turned around. He knelt
in front of the One who had
been there all along, and with
devotion in his eyes uttered one
phrase, MJ will not leave you."

A Late Response to Senior Chapel

classroom is as important.
if not more
so, than what you learned inside. So
take the time to make relationships.
Stay up all night talking. What you learn
is not so tmportant as what you do.
That's the "'r'iiessage others and I got
there anyway, and it troubles me. Why
are we here? To study or
to meet people'? To learn
or to enjOY_~"rselves? I
don't know about
the
rest of you, but $40,000
is a lot of money to sit
back and enjoy myself.
First and foremost.
I'm here to study. Even
though I'm also enjoying
myself. meeting people.
looking for that special someone,
the
number one reason why I'm here is to
study. We pay Dordt to help us prepare
for whatever God has in store for us.
And that is more than just study. II is
interpersonal
relationships
(the action
as well as the class). critical thinking,
relaxation
and so many other things.

But when it comes down to it. it is Ilrst
and foremost to study.
Now I'm not here to bash on Seniors
(especially
since Searri's still here). I
thought last year was my last year here
too, and r felt many of the same things.
And I think I know why. The college's
mood is sort of like a
pendulum.
When the
semester
starts, everyone makes vows -thut
this semester,
they're
going
to study,
not
party. And at first they
do. As the year continues,
and
graduation
looms
nearer.
the
friendships they started
start to mean more to them. Maybe it's
because
they know deep down that
. many of those friendships
won't last
. much past college, while their education
should (at least in theory).
And then, right when those feelings
of panic and abandonment
set in. about
fqur seniors are asked to tell the college

"The number one
reason why I am
here is to study."

what they've learned.
I think it's an
unfair time 10 ask them that question.
Maybe all wo uld be better served if we
brought
in graduates
from '94 or so,
who. while still being fairly current on
how Dordt life is, have had some lime to
reflect on Dorclt.
But that's another
discussion
for
another lime. I'd like 10 leave you with
this message: being allowed to go to college is a gift from Goel that most on this
planet will never do. Being able to study
here is an even greater
gift. Dordt
College is one of the greatest schools in
the world for looking at your career from
a perspective rooted in the question of
what God's will is for his creation. Don't
waste it. Study. Learn as much as yOll
can.
Don't get me wrong. Dordl is also a
great place to meet people, 10 develop
your personal,
athletic,
musical
and
other gifts, as well as a greal place to
have fun. But never forget why you're
here. You're here to study. H's a gift we
just can't waste.
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Feature
When I think of Mr. Eckardt. I
remember
someone
who was
delighted to be alive. He was so full
of energy. and I don't think anything could embarrass him. Two
years ago, when I was a sophomore, I saw him with one of his
pompoms in 'each back pocket.
Those little things were just aswinging back and forth. This year
he popped into one of my classes
and pointed to the seat where he
sat. twenty years ago to the- day.
The seat,
course was front and
center. Where else?

or

-Robin

Vis, senior

Last year at a chapel. sam
Gutierrez suggested that my roommate and I sit in front with Doug.
So Sam sat down right next to
Doug. thought he would be witty
and said. "Hl. Doug." Sam wasn't
expecting Doug to say. "Hi, Sam!"
We all started laughing and wanted
to know how he knew Sam's name.
We joked by asking him if he goes
through the bod book or something. Mr. Eckardt said, "As a matter of fact. I do!" So Sam thought he
would test him and asked him
what my roommate's name was. He
quickly said, "Well, that's Suzi
Goudzwaard.
Mr. Eckardt told us
that whenever he sees a student's
name
somewhere
and
doesn't
know who that student is, he gets
out the boo book In order to put the
name with the face.
n

-c-Sarah Walsh, junior

My memories of Mr. Eckardt
will always be associated with basketball. He was a great leader. not
only in the Registrar's office but
also as a fan. He led various cheers
in front of the student body on
more than one occasion. Some
asked, "Why does that funny guy
always lead the cheer?" That queslion may go unanswered,
but I
think he did it to feel like st udent
again. He wanted to be a part of
Dordt basket ball, and cheering
made him part of the "team. ~ I
hope someday someone will cany
on the tradition Mr. Eckardt has
started by continuing to lead the
student body in cheers.

a

-dason Nikkel. scrucr

The thing I remember most
about Mr. Eckardt is his way of
dropping whatever he was doing at
the time to talk to me about my
classes. In deciding to transfer to
Dorclt. Mr. Eckardt was the first
one I talked to, After our meeting, I
knew there was a lot of Christian
love shown on Dordt's campus, I
will never forget all the time
and effort he
put
into MY
Wet
~Bdh
jmnor

,Jansma,

To the Dordt Community.
My children and I would like to tha
cards and other shows of support during
covet your prayers and support for the fu
Thanks again.

doug@dordt.eduDoug Eckardt was my best friend. We first
met on the shuffleboard court at guarryville (PAl
Bible Conference at 5:20 PM on Wednesday,
August 24. 1966 (Greta will assure you that Doug
and I could recall with exactitude the various
events of our shared lives). I walked up to him and
said, "So you're the one they call The Professor. ~
Even then we knew.
Doug was the one responsible for getting me
to Dordt. We were the first two accepted in our
class, and, in fact. received our letters of acceptance on the same day (October 13. 1971, if memory serves me correctly: I'll have to check that one
with Doug. though). We roomed together all four
years at Dordt. The first three years we ate all our
meals in the commons. On Saturday mornings
we used to get up, go eat breakfast. and then go
back to bed. Doug's position was ~Ipaid for it. I'm
going to eat it."
During freshman year. two habits were established. For one. we changed the words ofthe alma
mater (sony, Mr. Meeter). Instead of~We sing our
alma mater's praise, ~ we sang "We sing our great
redeemer's praise." Doug's idea. Secondly, Doug
established his habit of never studying after 5:00
pm. a habit he maintained
until graduation-and
never
broke. He defended this habit
with unassailable
logic, and
with a verse of Scripture
(Psalm 104:23). His Intense
powers of concentrat'ion, his
rule of always sitting at the
same desk in the library. and
his heightened pace of locomot ion from place to place all
enabled him to maintain his
schedule.
Doug had
two
speeds: fast. and blur.
If you ever talked with
Doug, you also knew what a
sense of humor he had. He
__

0<~~

could tell stories with great animation. had never met a pun he
didn't like, and possessed a razor
sharp wit. And that laugh! I
believe Jim SChaap described it
well at the memorial service, I can
imitate the laugh, but doing so
gfves me a sore throat. Doug was
fond of quoting R.B. KUiper:
"Gentlemen, if you don't have a
sense of humor. you will crack."
Doug Eckardt never cracked: he
just cracked everyone else up.
One of Doug's sterling qualities that I most appreciated and
admired was his complete lack of
subterfuge,
his forthrightness.
The basketball team always knew
that. no matter what the score.
Doug was sit ting righ t behind
them, cheering them on with
complete abandon.
Doug once
took me to task for not following
through on my commitments. To
this day, his loving rebuke rings
in my ears whenever I even think Sign" Photo
of not honoring a commitment.
After graduating,
Doug was no! afraid to confront at the chance to
when confrontation
was called
for. yet he never did it in a vicious
manner. vigorous-c-ob my. yes: but not vicious,
There were times at Dordt. usually sitting in
the cafeteria line. when Doug and I would have
complete conversations without saying a word.
Facial expressions. gestures, inarticulate grun ts
and body posture were all we needed to communicate. We also could launch into a Marx Brothers
routine or Abbott and Costello's "Who's On fuse
at ihe slightest prompting. Doug and 1 boih studied Greek at Dordt. Two the of the phrases which
we had to translate became favorites of oUTS,
because they descnbed our relationship. "A close

"'.'C':'==
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E c k a r d t.
That's how I
came
to
know
Doug
at
Trinity
C h r i s t ian
College
in
Chicago.
As
a freshman
at Trinity, I
had him for
Introduction
to Theology,
and I must
admit.
with
Doug's dark
wavy
hair
though was,
theology
class at a

full breath again until the end of the
hour. his excitement for both teaching and the material would almost
overwhelm him.
Through
his teaching,
Doug
taught hundreds of Trinity students
how to read the Bible Jar all its
worth.
His passion
for proper
hermeneutics
and the redemptivehistorical method of Biblical interpretation was legendary. He loved
the Bible and his enthusiasm for the
Kingdom of God was infectious.
Unwilling to allow the Bible to be
read out of context. he chastised
those who would "proof text" or draw
from it cute moral lessons, His work
was teaching students
to see the
Gospel message, the Good News of
salvation in every verse, and in his
passion for that work, many student's lives were touched,
Always wtllng to give parenthetleal sidebars in his lectures, he once
noted with a certain glee, edging on
pride that throughout
his student
career
at Dordt he had neither
cracked a book nor ever st udied after
5 pm. His studies began at 8 am and
continued
until 5 ptn. five days a
week. Allowing him ample time to
participate in extra-curricular
ar-tfvtties, this full-time job offered peak
eftkiency and ultimate time managemenlo
As a pre-sem student at Trinity,
I also studied Greek. While Doug
clidn't teaf'h Greek at Trinity, he f'er-

r

t~-;

tain'I;' io~k~~I-~~"~ith\
in
You see, the Greek professor
Trinity was a classicist,
teach!
mainly from the Dialogues of Pia
That drove Doug nuts, To Doug,
didn't matter that the Greek prof
scr. Burton Rozema, was also
academic clean, Doug was vocal w
his opinion that Greek should
taught Irom the New Testament p
spective. Greek lor Greek's sake j
didn't fit the concept of servicea
insight for Doug. Many times in
years at Trinity
he would pull me "",===="",1
aside, asking
if
we had
begun
our study of the E"
"
New Testament
yet.
and
upon
hearing
we had
not. he would roll
his eyes. slap his
forehead and throw his neck as 0
Doug could do.
' Once during a lecture on
Catholic Church, Doug insisted
telling the story of how he met Gr
A<:s
I recall. the pope was visiting 10
and from across the crowd at the
Moines rally, Doug saw a ban
waving "Sola Scrtpt ura." litera
"only the Bible," saying that follov
of Chrtst can read the scrtptu
themselves.
They need no eart
mediator to discern God's will. In t
conlext, it was Inlly a f'OntemJXH
95 thesis. When Doug saw the
behind the banner, he was hooke

""=====
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the Dordt community for all their prayers.
his very difficult time. We also would like to
ure.
Greta Eckardt

e'll miss you
frtend is another himself," and "one soul 1n
two
bodies."
On
Saturday,
september
20. I lost a part of
myself. A big part.
One
of the
memories of Doug that
I will always cherish is
1i
his wedding As

:ext~

I really encountered the kind
of person Mr. Eckardt was while
studying off campus last semester,
I had e-mailed him to ask if I could
be released
from
a General
Ed
t
H
ucation
requfremen ,
e
responded
~th
his answer ,and
rea~ons. I did not <:gree, so this emall tag went on lor a week, Mr.

tby

i

i

making a joyful noise).
In particular I remembe
th
f 11 wm
. g
rd.
°hal°l
war s. f d
s
no:
ight
oug jumped
part
o
ay or ru
urn to Dordt.
from sacrednes~
~e
free. but all my life. m
..
every step. be fellowth thee. Doug Eckardt sang those words.
.c,kardt meant those words. Doug Eckardt!
ijied those words.
n:uch as Doug Eckardt meant to Dordt
, fie meant even more to me, He was my
end.
.
rewell for no~. oldest and dearest friend. I
ou. And I rruss you. If they have shufflehe~ven, I'll know where to find you. If
Just listen for your laugh.

:So

u:

aass of 1976

moment and then said "Oh, no.
Trust me. I'll make sure you leave."
It was one of the funniest things
anyone has ever said to me! He was
just the nicest guy. There are very
few people like him that are that
dedicated to helping students out.
He. was every' senior's best friend.
He could help you schedule 'your
way through anything.
--MIchelle

Bootsma.

senior

Being Mr. Eckardt's
work
study for about a year now I have
gotten to know him well. Iwas having devotions the other night and I
read a verse from John 12:24 that
says, "Unless a kernel of wheat
falls to the ground and dies, it
remains only a single seed. But if it
dies, it produces many seeds," This
verse really reminds me of Mr.
Eckardts' life, I don't think people
realized how important he was and
how he lived his life to the fullest
for God. I think Doug's life encourages us to do the same.

I~~~r~/~~::~~~~~~sio~o
~~
hall

manhi I was sittin g
a tirn as we sang
h
h
n which
ah yrnng.a YInIdl
d 'I
e san
~
f asII ou yI an
h d
as o~ce ~ ~ as. g
1
ever ear . lID sm
1
the wa~ if Y0':l nev~ i
htheardkfloubyg shl~g,
an ur: h
IS ldl:
own:
sea.
dmi
a rmss.on
e. c~u n 1
cany a tune if It had
handles: his gift was
n

Feature
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c

enge.

I think it would be wrong to
remem b er M r. E c ka r dt WItth au I
remembering someone who liked to
be challenged and challenged himself.
To him, being Reformed
meant living on ihe edge of your
t
H
t
ewane t d t 0 thi n k thlmgs
through and face his challenges.
1

--Dan Droog.

••

Sl

mor

My life was blessed by Doug's
I.
.
! spontaneity. He was so full of llfe
! that it spilled over to other people.
] MY mos I ch ensishe d memory af hiim
1 is a perfect example of his exuberf ance. At the Pop's Concert Friday
! night. he danced with his daughter
Abby at the front of the chapel.
! Doug understood lhe joy of life and
experienced it fully. I wish I had folj lowed his example thal ntghr. If
j only we would dance before our
\ Creator like he did. A person who
~dances takes up more room than
! someone who is standing still.
! Maybe this is why we feel the
1 loss of Doug so deeply. How
; else could a little man leave a
1 hole so large?

1

-Wendy

Cloustng.

sophomore

Vision: Christian. Kingdom.
Reformed. Comprehensive. "Earth
and All Stars," Soli Deo Gloria
Purpose: Servtce-c- "LUl High the
Cross," Soli Deo Gloria
Work: Clarity, Diligence,
Conciseness, Fairness,
Dedication-Soli
Deo Gloria
~ Abraham II. uos. As soctarc
IX'aJl

Academtc

room .. in
your
Father's
-Allison Troup. Jlllllor
mansion,
he'll be
.. ~.~
...._, ~
... ,.. ,
One frequent lecture interrupthe one counting
One of the things we
tion which gave Doug the most joy remember
lhe seats, making
is going to his
and made him giddy was when ofnce and asking lor advice.
sure
every
last
Rachel was just a toddler. 'Ine love His helpfulness
soul has a place.
was overhe felt for her and the awe of Goel's whelming,
Look for him,
but
what
we
gift to him through her would over- remember even more was his
promise me. He's
flow into at least one Rachel story "rocking" in his ehair as he
lhe one with lhe
per week. Rachel. 2ach, Abby, your helped us. It was great! He
I"'.any ties. ahd a
father loved you.
mlle-a-minule
wenl about lUe and his work
Doug was built for the computer
longue.
rwith such energy that he
age. though, wasn't he? It always couldn't stop moVing!
If
you
see
sl
seemed he was working with a penAbraham
Kuyper
Ie
--Milch and Kara Melllllrlg. Cla~ or
the rest of us were 1996
or
,J. Gresham
'Y tium chip while
happy
with
486·s.
Machen.
he'll be
h;;:;;;;;1ITlTI5'1ITilErIlnat man had a mind,
We remember his wide Jan .. n WaSSink
the
little
guy
1Z;;I1TIill;fimImmrU and he used it full- assortment of Ues which said. Doug leads students in support of Dordt basketbalLslanciing
there
"I'm an individuaL" and how he
beSide them, arms
time. full speed ahead,
to the glory of God.
only got one haircut per year. It
[A letter to my grandma, who died crossed
In
un.char~cleriStiC
Yes,
Doug
loved was always lhe week belore com21 years ago]
silence as he dnnks
In every
Dordt. When I was mencemenC so he'd look Sl1aY.zy f(:Jr
word.
September 20. 1997
I tell you what. In the crowd of
considering
coming the pare.nls. We remember how he
here, he was qUick to cared about us as people and not
bona fide enthusiasts
circled at
lel me know that in his just as students.
Dear Grandma,
God's throne, you. can. bet he'll
opinion. Dordt stood alone as the
-MlkHI Laninga Hnd l.Or:! ByklT, S{'/liors
find a way to get hUl1seH up dose
You're going to love this guy. to the very front seat. He won't
only Chnstian college in the United
States that remained
true to the
He's not big, but he'll create a miss a trick, Grandma YOll wail.
I always joked about how
presence. Nobody there is going He's unmistakable.
Reformed
perspective
throughout
incredibly fast Mr. Eckardt was al
to miss him because he'll never
I don'l know exactly what it is
the c.urriculum. He was a zealot for answering any cOlTespondence. I
Dordt.
slop moving.
all of you do there. For years,
swear that I would write him an e.
Yes, Doug was passionate. Doug mail. and before I was even done
You won't believe your ears
people claimed the gate is shiny
when you hear his droll and
pearl and the streets are burloved the Lord: loved his family: writing it, he would have read it
er
loved reformed thought; loved the and
whacky
laugh,
a backwards,
nished gold. Some say besides
Iy.
responded!
Earlier
this
efficiency of computing power, loved semester, I was haVing a tough
snorting
thing,
like a ripsaw
the music that brings God praise,
rs
practical,
active,
Reformed
pulled through
cardboard,
but the only sound is the feathery
es
time fitting in all the requirements
Christianity:
and yes. Doug loved for my m3:jor due' to a schedule
contagious as grace. You'll know fluttering of a million. Wings. If
Iy
Dordt.
DOUG@DORDT.EDU.
you conl1ict. I was so frustrated! One
what I mean when yOll hear it. that's true, Grandma, just Hgure
al
will be missed.
and YOU'llknow he's there.
he'll be the one with the odd pair,
time I was really upsel and I blurtly
And believe me when I say it something
slrange
scribbled
fir}
ed, -I am never going to get out of
-Erik Hocksl.rn, Proressor or CommullicalJ(lI ....... this place on time!" He wailed a
won't lake him long to know down his feathers,
something
·phenA. Hoogcrhyde,

-~~--,,-_._-"'~,~_

wi)ilt0:tlmilliII:1

11'&7m;;;1

(iliiz!Jlil'il1I1m[t}!il

plTI1illEIillM!;;Zi.Jillill

----~------'~"'-'.-.,
somehow helpfuL
}
And when all of you are gath- 1
ered on heavenly bleachers
for ~
that
mass
choir
people
talk j
about.
when all those angels' i
wings get tucked in dose behind ~
so you nil the King's vast audito- :
rium, don't be surprised if a little ~
man with a wispy beard and a 1
thin crown of hair scampers oul .
belore the whole sainted assem~
bly to twist his new, heavenly-supple limbs mto just one word:
G-L-O-R-Y,
I know you'll cheer
along.
He'll Illean it. He meant evely- i
thing.
:
Believe me. Grandma-you'll
1
Ilnel him velY qUickly. That's the ~
kind of guy he is. You can·t miss 1
him. How Inany saints
do a 1
knockout Groucho?
i
What I'm saying
is you're j
going
to
lo';e
this
guy,'
Grandma-I
know
you
will.
Listen to me-you
don'l want to
miss him; I'm telling you, you
don't want to miss him. I know
what I am saying because I do. ~
Because we all do. We miss him j
more than we can say.
.
So tell him that Jar us. will
you? For his kids and his wife
and his students and all his dear
friends-tell
him we miss him
badly. Ancl then enjoy him, just
like we did. and lhank the Lord
you have him. That's what we're
doing now.
-.J,lIlH'"

c. ~ lI.lap. I'ror,· ..."or 01 [':ll/!;Iish
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Defenders build three-game win streak
by Todd Lee
Sports Reporter
Dordt

5. Northwestern

still tied you go to "sud[den death" overtime. If
YOU
are not familiar
with the soccer lingo.
don't
panic!,
nobody
gets killed. All it means
is that the Firat team to
score wins. This is a
new rule instituted
by
the league this year. In
previous years it would
Just go to 15 minutes of
overtime.
The
game-winning
goal was drilled home
by Pelster
with the

I

(MN) 0

The
Defenders
hosted
Northwestern
from St. Paul.
Minn., on Saturday, Sept. 20.
The first half was rough and
quiet with Dordt only scortng
once. The Defenders
put on a
burst of scoring in the second
half started by a goal less than
two minutes into the perold. The
scoring binge iced the game. with
Dordt winning 5-0.
Both Jeff Memmelaar
and
Willy Venant scored a pair of
goals. Steve Gerritsma popped In
the other tally for the men.
Dordt 2. Northwestern
(IA) 1
The Raiders visited Sioux
Center last week Tuesday. The
visitors jumped ahead early with
a goal in lhe first half.
Dordt turned things around
in the final pertod with a pair of
goals from Erek Van Rlessen and
Jon Pelster.
Venant
and Wes
Jackson picked up the assists.
Dordt 2. Kansas Wesleyan 1 (OT)

f

assist

from

Amos

Doornbos. The Defenders have been monkeying with the front line
all year, and this one
seemed
to
work.
Doornbos flipped a pass
to Pelster
"nothing
but net" -- and it was all

over.

Andy Seavers

Kansas Wesleyan carne into Wes Jackson and Willy Venant collapse on a
town expecting a win bul went.
,.
horne with a lesson in Defender player In last Tuesday s 2-1 Win over the Red
soccer.
hardest shot coach Elgersma has ever seen
The game was tied up at the half 0-0.
in his five years of coaching
here. Van
The Defenders came out hungry in the secR.iessen absolutely smoked a ball through the
ond half and got a goal within the first two
goal. "There was no doubt that it was in from
minutes of the period for the second straight
the moment he kicked it," Elgersma said.
game. "We stuck to our game plan and didn't
But Kansas Wesleyan finagled a goal
panic," said Coach Bill Elgersma.
from the Defenders to send it into overtime.
The goal was a combination
of a great
If after 90 minutes of play the game is
overhead cross by Venant and perhaps the

"It was the best
game we have played alJ
year," said Doornbos.
"It was a nice game to
win
Northwestern
.
"It has been a long
Raiders.
time since we've won an
overtime game," Coach
Elgersma added. "Traditionally we either tie
or lose those games. It was a good feeling."
Dordt record is now ·4-2. The men play
two games in Kansas City today and tomorrow at Avila and Park. Dordt hosts Mary this
Saturday.
Next Wednesday,
the Defenders
play Martin Luther here in Sioux Center.

X-country teams run well
by Heidi Bartholomew
Sports Reporter
Friday, September 19th was
a good clay for funning, with cool
temperatures.
With that.
the
stage was sel for the Buena Vista
Cross-Country
Invttational.
The men finished a close
second to Buena Vista at the
meet. The score was Buena Vista
31 and Dcrdt 34.
Jeff Summerhays
took flrst
in 26:54. Jon Vander Kooy was
third with a time of 27:21. Jason
Deweerd came in at 27:44 and
placed eighth. Nathaniel Kok ran
27:51 and Eric Vander Kooy ran
28:02,
they were tenth
and
twelfth. Scott DeWeerd and Mati
Oosrra were 19th and 20th, finishing up the top seven for the
Dorclt men.
The women also placed four
of their runners in the top ten.
Sarah Phum won the race in
. 19:25. Heidi Bartholomew
was
fifth ill 20:25. Becky Van De
Griend ran 20:54 for seventh

place, and Tabitha Vander Wilt
was close behind in 20: 56 taking
eighth place. The Dordt women
Ilnf shed with only 28 points 10
win the meet. Morningside was
second with 39.
The University
of Sioux
Falls
hosled
an invitational
Saturday. Sept. 27. The weather
was warm, bringing numerous
spectators to cheer the runners on.
The men took second with
43 points to Sioux Falls winning
with a score of 31. Jell Summerhays came away With another
first place in a time of 26:34.
The women's team placed
third in the meet with 66 points.
The winner
of the meet was
Becky Van De Oriend was first
for the Dorclt team and sixth
overall with a lime of 20: 15.
Heidi Bar-tholomew
ran 20:23
and Tabitha
Vander Wilt ran
20:30. for 9th and 11th.
Cara De Wit is out currently with two stress fractures, so it
is 'unlikely she will run anymore
this season. They must step it up

a notch if they want to win the
conference title like they say they
oo. Sarah Pluim. the top runner
for the Dorclt women. has been
hurting,
but will hopefully be
runmng again after Tri-State.
Peter Simmons
has been
coming back from an Injury and
will be back for the next meet.
Injuries can make or break a
cross-country
season,
but the
Defenders
are staying
st rang
even with the injuries .
The
next
meet
will be
Saturday, Oct. 11. in vermtlhon.
South Dakota.
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Lady Defenders taste first loss otyear
by Janel

Kragt

Sports Reporter
The women's

soccer

team

has been busy tn the last couple
of weeks.
They played
fOUT
games.
and
though
the
Defenders suffered their first loss
of this year. they also pulled off a
big Win in over -time against a
top-teared team.
Dordt 8, Northwestern
(MN) 0
The Lady Defenders boosted
their record to 4-0-1 with an easy
win
over
Northwestern
in
Minneapolis behind the hat trick
of freshman Katie Gaskil.
Teresa Jansma and Krista
Krikke each added a pair of
goals. while Erin Staal chipped in
one. Sophomore Defender Teresa
Kuipers was asked to join the
hockey team after leveling an
opponent.
Sorry guys.
she
declined.
Dordt 10. Kansas Wesleyan 0
The Lady Defenders didn't

mess around on Friday as they

continued
on
their
winning
streak by annihiattng
visiting
Kansas Wesleyan.
Though the field
was
vandalized
with a hideous
brown
Northwestern
stain.
Dordt was able to
rise above
this
overwhelming
setback in anticlpat ion
of
the
team lasagna dinner that followed
the game.
The
team
pulled together to
break
a Dordl
hi g h - s cor i n g
record
in
the Andy travers
sport's
two-year Steal, pass, score. Teresa Kuiper has the form.
history.
Goals Dordt squashes Kansas Wesleyan, 10-0.
were
spread
throughout
the team: Gaskill
pair: and Becky De Vnes, Kathy
ly-ranked
booted in three: Krikke put in a
Elenbaas,
Heather
Broe khuts.
Saturday.

Dordt plays well lntournamentsttaks
by Craig Broek
Sports Reporter
The Dordt Defenders women's volleyball team kept up their winning ways In
the past two weeks. Dordt partlclpated in
two tournaments.
and two conference
matches to up its season record to 12~6.
GRACELAND

TOURNAMENT

The Defenders traveled to Gracelancl
College in Lamoni. Ia.. for a pool play
tournament
over
the
weekend
of
September 19-20. They opened pool piay
with Bethany and won convincingly
in
three games. 15-10, 15-2 and 15-8.
Alyssa ven't Hulled the team with 10
kills, and Karen Netz had five solo blocks
at the net. as Dordt moved into the second
gaI?e of the tournament
with an easy 3-0

win.
Dordt played S1. Ambrose in their
second game and discovered they were in
for a battle as the teams split the opening
games. S1. Ambrose won the first 15-12,
but Dordt came back to win game two, 157. The Lady Defenders also took game
three, 15-8. to go up 2-1 in the best of live
match. But S1. Ambrose had different
ideas as it took game four. 15-9, to even
the match at two games a piece.
It all came down to game five which
would be played by rally scoring, in which
every volley resulted in a point.
Dorc!t
couldn't dig down deep enough and lost
the game and the match, 15-6.
Netz had 18 kills, followed by Van't
Hul with 17 and Mindy Boogerd with 15.
Trisha Brouwer served four aces, but it
wasn't enough, and Dordt had to seUle lor
the Bronze Pool.
Dordt faced Augustana
of Illinios in

of the game as Dordt had only
five total shots at the goal whUe .
Nebraska
Wesleyan
attempted
seven. The Lady Defenders also
committed eleven fouls amidst a
Erin Staal, and Sheila
very
physical game. Dordt's two
Jansma, all put one
up on the board for goals were scored by KJikke and
. Sarah Vriend. Heather Williams
the
Defenders.
chipped in with an assist.
Jansma also matched
Dordt 3. Briar Cliff 2
her
goal
with
an
Dordt increased their record
assist.
to 6-1-1 with a thrilling double
• According
to
over-time victory over Briar CHff.
Coach
Jeanie
At half-lime, Dordt led with one
Elgersma.
the game
goal by Gaskill. Krtkke booted In
was a good warm-up
a second goal in the second half,
for the following day.
which was matched
with two
where the Defenders
goals from Briar Cliff. Dof-dt batwould inevitably face
tled it out into 0'1' and came out'
tough
competition
on top behind a second goal by
against
rival
Gaskill. Krikke and Erin Staal
Nebraska Wesleyan.
added an assist each for the
Dordt
2. Nebraska
Defenders.
and
goal-keeper
Wesleyan 3.
Kristin Zomermaand contributed
And tough comto Dordt's cause with nine saves.
pelion it was. Though
According
to
Assistant
they fought long and
Coach
Aaron
Irrug.
the
team
hard,
the
Lady
played well and s-howed a lot of
Defenders
were
heart. The field was hard to play
unable to puil off a
on, and fatigue plagued many of
win against nalionalDorcll's players. The ladies pulled
Nebraska Wesleyan on
together, though, for an imporDefense was the name
tant win.

2nd in NAIA Iowa Tourney

the Bronze Pool semifinals in which the
winner earned a shot at the championship
of the third division in the tournament.
The I..ady Defenders again made easy work
of their opponents,
sweeping them in
three games, 15-5, }5-10 and 15-10.
Netz again led the charge, tallying 14
kills. Ranae Vander Stelt had four aces
from the service line to give Dordt the
chance for the Bronze Medal.
Dorclt drew Culver Stockton in the
championship and faced another dogfight.
Each team traded games, Ilndtng themselves lied at two games apiece. which
brought another rally scoring game five.
This time Dordt came out on top of 15-4
game five victory. to take the match, 3-2.
Netz and Boogerd each had 20 kills,
and Van't Hul added 19 to balance out the
Dordt scoring. The win put Dordt's match
record at 8-4 on the season.

the tournament,
each team was reseeded
The Lady Defenders were forced to
based on pool play records, and then
take the court right after their grueling
played for their respective championships.
five game match with Graceland. and they
Dordt
opened
with
Grandview
. discovered that they didn't have much left
College and took care of business, getting
for the Red Raiders. Dordt got down early
the 3-0 Win, 15-10, 15-11 and 15-8. Netz
in games one and two, and despite makand Van't Hul each had 11 kills for the
ing a couple of runs, couldn't climb on top.
winning team. Janna Van Donge added'
They ran out of gas by the third game
four ace serves.
and lost in three, 15-9, 16-14, and 15-4.
In the second game of pool play,
Dorclt was led by DJetz with 11 kills. and
Dordt faced St. Ambrose. a team which
Van't Hul was a perfect 11-11 from the
they lost to in a five game match just a
service line. But it wasn't enough as Dordt
week earlier. These two evenly matched
settled for second place in the tourney.
teams again found themselves tied at 2-2
Dordt had three players named to the
after four games, again forcing a rallyAll-Tournament
team:
setter Colleen
scoring fifth game. This lime it was
Evenhouse. outside hitter Mindy Boogerd
Dordt's turn to win the deciding game as
and outside hitler Janna Van Oonge.
they 'came out on top. 15-7.
Van Donge led the charge with 16 Season stats:
kills, as Netz added 15. Boogercl had three
After a month of play, Dorclt has a
ace serves. The win put Dordt into the
match record of 11-6, and a conference
championship
pool.
along
with
record of 1-1. Netz is leading the team
Dakota State 3. Dordt 1
Northwestern and Graceland College.
with 227 kills, followed by Boogerd with
Dordt played their second conference
Dordt faced Gruceland first and was
193 and Van'I Hul with 169.
match of the year on September 24 as the in for another exciting match.
The Lady
Netz also has 23 ace serves: Van
women traveled to Dakota State. The Lady Defenders won the 11r5t two games. 15-9
Donge and
Boogerd
each
have 21.
Defenders fell behind early, losing the first and IS-II,
and looked like they might
Boogerd also has an amazing 97 percent
two games and finding themselves in a make quick work of their opponents.
serve percentage.
Evenhouse
has doled
deep hole.
,
But Graceland took game three, 15out 741 assists on the season.
They won game- three, but it was too 9. and game four 18-16. Dordt had their
little, joo late. as Dakota State won game chances in game four but couldn't close
Editor's Note:
four and the match.
the deal. They were forced into their secThe Lady
Defenders
played
in
Boogerd had 16 kills. followed by ond five-game match of the tournament.
Mitchell, S.D., last night, against Dakota
Netx with 14. The loss was DorcH's first Dordt built a lead and held on, winning
Wesleyan. Dorclt came home with a three
ever conference loss after 23 straight wins game five and the match, 15-12.
game sweep, 15-9, 15-6 and 15-9_
in three years in the SDIC conlerenc~.
Van Donge again led the atlaek with
The win brings the Lady Defenders'
20 kills, followed by Netz with 1G. Van
record to 12-6 overall and 2- I in the
NAJA IOWA TOURNAMENT
Donge also had seven ace serves. The vic- , South Dakota-Iowa Conference.
, On September 26-27 Dorch hosted
tory allowed the final game of the pool
The women have Tri-State off and
the annual NAJA Iowa Tournament.
The,~ play to serve. as the actual championship
play their next home game next week
two-day aHair consisted of nine teams game. pitting Dordt against
arch-rival ~ Saturday against Northwestern.
DorcH -is
divided into three pools. After day oDe of Northwestern of Orange City.
0-2 so far this year versus the Raidcl·s.
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Hobson's. Choice. preview
/.

by Livija Shannon
Guest Reporter
"When I saw the cast list for
Hobson's,
Choice:
my
mouth
dropped open," Freshman Kim De
Groot wasn't the only one to be surprised: seven of the twelve roles for
Dordt's fall mainstage production
are Iilled by freshmen. Billie Draper,
also a freshman. summed it up this
way for her fellow first-year students: "I think all of us would agree
it's an honor and privilege to be in
Hobson's Choice."
And a lot of hard work. The
cast rehearses five days a week,'
though students are only called in
for the time it takes to run their
scene. This regard for time management is only one aspect of director
Simon du Toil that the cast appreciates. The words "creatfve. "imagination, and kgreat director" come
up repeatedly. "I've learned a lot
from him so far," was freshman
Brian Vander weal's comment.
Freshman Adam Zylstra admitted
that du Toit "keeps you moving."
M

M

These freshmen aren't simply
turntable, it is an impressive sight.
adjusting to a new director. "It's As freshman Rob Reitsma put it:
really exciting to be working with a
"Johns's got it gain' on>
new group of people." said freshman
De Groot and Vander Giessen
Kirstin Vander Giessen. "It's easier
play Hobson's daughters alongside
than a high school production
Koning. Reitsma as well as freshbecause everyone wants to be here. ~ man Jeremy Jongsma and veteran
Other
cast
members
are
actor Grant Elgersma, play beaux
enthusiastic about the presence of - to the young ladies. Draper makes
the newcomers. "I'm enjoying workan appearance
as a heartbroken
ing with them," said Jason Vande
gtrlfrtend.
and
Zylstra
plays
Brake, a sophomore. '11 was surHobson's confidant who is played
prised with how well they adapted
by Vande Brake. The Scots Doctor
to the college theatre style."
is Vander Wall, and Junior James
Senior Gina Koning noted that
Addink
and
sophomore
Llvlja
the freshmen take up more of the
Shannon complete the spectrum as
director's time, but this gives her
manservant
and
rich
patron,
the opportunity to work on her own
respectively.
to a greater extent.
Hobson's Choice will be perThe visual elements,
which
formed in the TePaske Theatre on
are added later in the process, are
October 16. 18. 23. 24 and 25 at
highly anticipated by the freshmen.
7:30 pm. Tickets range from $3 to
Costumes
designed
by Shirley $5 for regular admission, and $1 for
Matheis are detailed and accurate,
Dordt students, and are available at
and help the actors to visualize
the Dorclt Box Office beginning
their characters. The set. designed
October 6. Box Office hours are I to
by John Holland, is another excit4 pm Monday through Friday and 7
ing aspect of the show. Composed
to 9 pm Monday through Thursday,
of three small sets arranged on a
or call (712) 722-6430.

"This is It!": Cartoons
and Cowboys a Hit

-~
..·;.·
· ~iJ.=~~:

by Sara Treick

Staff Reporter
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locallO"· .and what .·UmCineanC

If you' didn't go to the Pops
Concert held by Dorcll College's
band and chamber orchestra a
couple weeks ago, you really
missed out. I doubt if you could
come up with a better musical
theme
than
Cartoons
and
Cowboys.
Both
the musical
selections ancl the motif of the
evening reflected that genre.
A'S the band and orchestra
played
from a collection
of
Disney
tunes,
Warner
Bros.
theme songs, and aundry cowboy
melodies
(Lion King,
Cartoon

Express,

Looney Tam Overture.
TIle Horse, Red River Volley. etc.),

the audience enjoyed the presence of Donald Duck, Mickey
Mouse, Popeye. and a lionIbreed
unknown). The kids in the audience thoroughly enjoyed themselves, although a lew were a bit
scared
at
limes.
Richard
Hcerema
thought
that it was
"wonderful
how the cartoon
characters
could come down to
our level. They were just like one

of us." Two thumbs up to the
actors/actresses
behind
the
masks.
And just in case you got
bored
(whtch
was practically
impossible at this concert), televisions were set up to play nonstop cartoons (minus the sound)
for the audience's convenience.
Getting bored was hard to fathom when you were encouraged to
dance in the aisles and when two
Witty cowboys kept the Jokes
coming bel ween the songs
A'S a freshman at Dordt. not
knowing what to expect. I was
impressed at the speed at which
they could put on a concert (has
it even "been a month?) and by
the quality of the music.
A
freshman in the band this year
commented,
"Although
it was
smaller than. my high school
band.
I appreciated
it more
because
there was a greater
amount of talent present." From
what I've heard. evetyone seem~
to have enjoyed the selections,
and all agree that the band did
an excellent job. To sum it up, a
good time was had by all.
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If

by Seth Koeme

Hose fights: the last little bit of fun before winter

Dordt professors put on
woodwind concert
by Kevin Maas
Staff Reporter
Last Tuesday, the BJHaan
auditorium
hosted
a homegrown ensemble. the Falre Aire
Winds. The group, a woodwind
quartet occasionally joined by
a French horn, was made up of
Dordt
faculty.
including
Professor Karen DeMol on the
clarinet. The Faire Aire woodwinds performed
entertaining
renditions
of pieces from a
variety of styles and periods
during the first half of the concert. A French
horn-which
blends well with woodwindswas added after the intermission, when the quintet played
the five movements
of Kleine
Kammermusik,
Op. 24, No. 2
by Paul Hindemith.
The quintet
was formed
this summer and appeared at
several programs
and church
servtes. but the Tuesday night

concert marked the flrst oJTicial
feature
performance
of the
Faire Aire Winds. The group is
a project of Professor De Mol,
who is on sabbatical. With the
extra time to devote to performance,
Professor
DeMol is
expected to take the quintet to
the stage on several
other
occasions this semester.
The concert was another
example of the high cult ure
available
at bordL
Senior
music major Layton DeVries
was overheard
saying
with
regard to the performance,
"It
was really cool!" Several other
concert-goers
agreed t.hat .t he
unique sound of the bassoon
really added to their Itstentng.
enjoyment.
If, you missed the
concert. the next time you see
a poster
for the Faire Aire
Winds, write the date down in
YOllr planner
and
prepare
yourself for an evening of gen.
tle. refined woodwind pieces.
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Phone: 712-472-2338
Fax. 712-472-2382
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'KJ..tt.!f5ear

1!J.pins Service

$.99

EILEEN FEDERICO - Owner

Specializing In Letters,
Term Papers, Theses, Resumes

6-inch meatball or
cold cut combo for

Medical & legal Records
And Transcription

with the purchase of
and medium-sized
(22 oz.) drink

Renae Visscher, Owner/Stylist

722-3988
Order your pizza by phone, or
come visit us with your
~
friends.
~
251 N. Main])
~~

(in Centre Mal
Sioux Center, IA

~~
UU
~.c§

I:"

-Greta Van Zee, Stylist-Julie Ten Napel, Stylist-Janelle Meendenng, Stylist-Paula Oostenink, Stylist-Gwen Van Roekel, Stylist-MIssy Dnesen, Stylist-

Hours:

Mon-Thur.:9-9722·0008
Fri.-Sat.: 9-5
Located near the northwest
entrance of the Center Mall
251 N: Main St. 2b8
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Change in China
by Brenda Heuker
Staff Reporter
China's Communist
Party
Chief, Jiang zerrun. announced
recently that the Chinese government will be moving towards
pnvatization
by sellmg off a
large majority of the nation's
state enterprtses
in the next
couple of years. Many of these
businesses are in serious financial crisis. Currently
90% of all
the loans made by Chinese
state banks are going out to the
state-owned
busmcescs.
Meanwhile
these
businesses
are only producing
1/3
of
China's industnal output.
Chinese
state
factories
currently
employ 110 million
workers in 125,000 tndustrtes.
All but 1,000 of these industries will be solei to employees,
the
public
and
foreign
investors.
This will obviously
be a big adjustment
for the people and nation of China.
The
government
hopes that by privatizing industry, factories will
be run more efficiently.
This

policy, however, could mean the
unemployment
of millions of
Chinese workers.
A recent example of such
prtvatizatlon is evident in postSOCialist Nicaragua.
In 1990.
Nicaragua
changed
from
a
socialist
government
to a
democracy.
However, most of
the people of Nicaragua
were
employed under socialist state
industries.
Along
with
the
change
10
government.
Nicaragua
lost
its
major
employer.
Now seven
years
later. Nicaragua
IS suffering
from a 60% unemployment
rate.
Hopefully, privatization
in China will come at a more
gradual
pace
with
a well
planned strategy.
As seen in
the case of Nicaragua, failure to
do so may be devastating.
But
either way. the world will be
watching China to see how this
massive change will affect both
China's economy and government in the next few years.
(Source: Sept.22

issue of Time)
/

GJ.F.T. provides community
. worship opportunity
by Janel Kragt
Staff Reporter
Last
Sunday
evening.
approximately
150 people gathered at 10:00 to Grow In Faith
Together in Dordt's very own
B.J.

Haan

auditorium.

Another goal of the service
was to attract youth and those
who mtght feel uncomfortable
in a tradtttonal
worship service.
The proposed plan was to hold
the service at Bethel CR.C on
Sunday afternoons
However,
though
SIOUX

Comprised
mostly of Dordt
students
and faculty, the
group worshiped the Lord in
a
contemporary
way
"Sunday evenings are usuthrough
praise
songs.
prayer. and a message from
ally homework time. but
President Zylstra.
I'm willing to put the
Some may woneler why
books
down for a while
G.I.F.T. is needed In a lown
and go to GoLFoTo"
with a church sanctuary
on
nearly every street corner,
where no student is hurting
for
worship
options.
However, though G.I.F,T. IS
Center's
CRC churches
were
a worship service. it IS nol
open to the idea. none were
meant to compete with local
willing or ready to put It into
church bodies
In fact, when the vision for
action.
Therefore,
G I.F T
first
G.LF.T. began two years ago
among a handful of Dordl stumet in Dordts chapel shortly
after Spnng Break last year,
dents and staff. the plan was to
and so far, most of those who
Incorporate the local churches.
attend
are members
of the
This group of Dordt students
met with the local CRC churchDordt student
body.
es on several occasions to disThough
not an original
cuss a joint contemporary
sergoal.
accordiru;
to
Amos
Doornbos.
G.I.F.T's
s t uclen t
vice that would meet various
coordinator.
building
up
needs in this community.

Dordts

Ch rtsttan commuruty is

a fringe benefit
Amos hopes
G.I.F.T. Will not be limited to
the Dordt community arid also
discourages
students
from
oucndtng
G I.F.T. exclusively.
G.LF.T. is not meant to
provide the church community
that IS integral In the life of
the believer. So far, G.I.F.T.
has been well received by
those III attendance.
Sentor
Willem
Van
Nte uwe nh uyze n
find s
G.l.F.T. refreehrng
and says,
"Sunday evenmgs are usual-"
ly homework -time. but I'm
willing
to put
the books
clown for a while and go to
G.LF.T."

G 1FT. 's planners
are
excited about this year. They
hope to incor po rate drama;
personal
testimony;
new and
vaned praise songs: and diverstty III gender, culture and perspective among the speakers.
Though not Intended to be
VOid of structure,
a goal of
G I.F.T. IS to be open to the
Spint's
leading.
G.I.F.T.
IS a
participatory
service that aims
to gtonfy Gael through
the wors hip of HIS children. The next
service
IS
scheduled
for
October 12 ru 8 30 pill.

